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Overview of RNA

The central Dogma of Molecular biology is
DNA        RNA         Proteins

The RNA (Ribonucleic Acid) is a carrier between the 
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) to proteins. It plays a 
crucial role to control the transfer pathway from 
DNA genetic code to producing functional proteins. 
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Overview Cont..

The three dimensional folds create sites that process 
as chemical catalyst. 

The backbone helps to stabilize the global structure 
of RNA. This is critical for guiding the folding 
process.
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Structure
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Types of RNA Structures

Primary : Nucleotide sequence of RNA

Secondary:  Watson-Crick  base pair 2-dimensional 
model

Tertiary: Interactions between distinct secondary 
structures
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Types of RNA’s

tRNA
mRNA
rRNA
snRNA

This is a list of a few different types of RNA that play 
crucial roles in motif patterns.
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What are motifs?

RNA motifs are short fragments of RNA that have a 

repeated pattern, which play a crucial role in 

determining some function.

It is super imposable with other elements of an RNA 

structure.

Sharing of molecular interactions with other elements of 

an RNA structure
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Types of Motifs

3 types of motifs structures:

Sequence

Secondary

Tertiary
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Sequence Motif

An example of a sequence motif is the Shine-Delgarno 

sequence of bacterial mRNA. 

Sequence motifs always have some functional 

implications. This motif will have a small arrangement of 

secondary structure elements to form a stable domain.
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This is a type of sequence motif where the sequences are a pattern form and become a 
stable domain with a secondary structure. 13

Sequence Motif
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Secondary Motifs

These motifs can usually be calculated from the sequence, through the aid 

of comparative sequence analysis. Other motifs at the secondary structures 

are:

Hairpin (terminal) loops 

Internal loops

Junction loops
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Tertiary Motifs

These interactions enable the highly anionic double-
stranded helices to tightly pack together and create 
a globular structure.

An example of tertiary motifs
and 

folding is the t-RNA. 
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Tertiary Interaction Motifs

Another example of tertiary interaction motif is the 
A-minor motifs.

This motif interaction involves insertion of minor 
grooves of Adenosine (A) into the major grooves of 
Cytosine (C) or Guanine (G) bases.
This interaction forms Hydrogen bonds.
This interaction is very significant on a large ribosomal 
subunit due to the 186 Adenines.
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A-minor Interactions

This is a picture of an 
A-minor interaction 
that helps in stabilizing 
the interaction 
between helix 68 of 
domain IV and helix 
75 of domain V.
The Adenosine is 
stacked, which allows 
it to pack the minor 
groove on helix 75.
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This A-minor is 
mediating a loop-loop 
interaction on the RNA.
As seen in the figure, 
the helix 52 and helix 
66 have interactions 
between their stem 
loops.
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Roles of Tertiary Structures

Tertiary interactions play an important role in 
establishing a global fold in the molecule.

It is also composed of conserved building blocks 
known as “motifs”.

Formation of motifs are sequence-dependent.
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- To identify tertiary structural motifs:

→ Sequence: is needed and necessary in order to find patterns 
within the structure

→Structural information:  important in identifying recurrent 
backbone conformations 

Sometimes this information is unknown for many RNA structures; 
we may look at different approaches using various 
parameters in obtaining motifs.
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Proposed methods:

Djelloul and Denise use a “graph-based” approach, where bases are represented 

with it’s vertices and edges are interactions. This approach reduces the field into 

“isomorphic occurrences of the pattern” known as sub graph isomorphism. This 

computation is used along with finding “similar” occurrences of the pattern.  

- Since RNA motifs are known to be recurrent and ordered stacked arrays of 

isosteric non- Watson Crick base pairs, that scatter the 2-Dimensional helices 

and fold into an identical 3-D structure. Two non-Canonical base pairs are 

isosteric if they belong to the same geometric family and substitute without 

destroying the 3-D motif. 
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Motif Identification Algorithms

COMPADRES: Uses Phosphorus and C4 atoms to 
represent a nucleotide. Uses fragments to compare 
RMSD values.

ARTS (Alignment of RNA tertiary structures):
Compares and aligns pairs of 3D nucleic acid 
structures; it identifies common substructures.
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COMPADRES

COMPADRES stands for Comparative Algorithm to 
Discover Recurring Elements of Structure. 

COMPADRES is used to identify recurrent RNA 
backbone conformations.

This algorithm compares all short RNA worms in the 
structure database against each other.
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This algorithm identifies complex motifs from the 
RNA database of existing structures.

These motifs are defined mathematically by the 
RNA worms that characterize their backbones.
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COMPADRES Output

Stage 1: structurally identical stretches of 
nucleotides are automatically grouped in a pair-
wise fashion. 
Stage 2: the worm representation that describes 
each of the candidate motifs is automatically 
compared to the worm representations that 
describe the library of known motifs.
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COMPADRES Conclusion

This algorithm can be used to identify new motifs.

It is essentially proficient in finding new examples of 
“known motifs”.

Overall this is a powerful tool in motif interaction 
studies.
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ARTS

Uses pair wise alignment of the nucleic acid 
structures inputted by the user.

Input: PDB code of nucleic acid structure, or PDB file 
of the structure.

Output: A list of top ranking alignments found. 
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ARTS contd..

ARTS also allows one to use a DATABASE search 
which enables one to obtain more advanced 
alignments and so forth. With this search option one 
would have to use real parameters.

ARTS can also be used to discover new motifs.
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Alignment tool Input
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The output contains two tables:

The upper table shows the compared structures and the 
number of nucleotides along with base pairs in each 
structure.

The bottom table shows the top 10 ranking alignments 
sorted in order (descending) by its score.
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Output
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BP Core Size 

Base pair core size gives a table with matched 
base pairs of the alignments.

The table has columns for each structure; each row 
shows the match between two base-pairs.

Order : Chain ID-Base-Residue number of two 
nucleotide on corresponding BP 
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This is one input structure superimposed onto another which can also be viewed for each  
alignment.
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ARTS conclusion

The output gives the top ranked superposition's 
between the two input structures.

A list of matched nucleotides is also generated, with 
an exact location (i.e. residue number).

This gives a true comparison of the 3-D structure.
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THE GUTELL LAB PROJECT

Overview:

The Gutell Lab, which is located at University of Texas at 

Austin, has a vast database of collected and analyzed RNA 

sequences. The website is a comparative RNA database. 

This information has been structured into two parts, the raw 

data (sequence and structure) and the processed data 

(analysis, accuracy, etc). All this data was determined using 

the comparative sequence analysis.
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Comparative Information Database

Information is available on the following:

rRNA (ribosomal RNA): 5S, 16S, 23S subunits

tRNA (transfer RNA)

Catalytic intron RNA’s: Group 1 and Group 2
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Sample table (tRNA)
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Each table gives structural information along with 
the analysis and data collection. As seen in the 
previous slide, alignments and sequence number at 
which it took place were also included.

This type of detailed data and analysis gives a 
researcher studying RNA structures or phylogenetics 
an essential tool in comparative studies.
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Gutell database 

Gutell’s lab also allows one to search RNA 
information stored in the databases with general 
and specific information about it.
Some attributes include:

Organism (Order)
Phylogeny (Kingdom)
Location on the cell
Classes 
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Input
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Results/ Output
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Data (cont.)

There are different databases for various structures 
of the RNA.

This differs from the location to the actual 
conformations. 

For instance there are mass data retrieval  
interfaces for sequence alignment, secondary 
structures and base pairs.
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Alignments

These alignments are sorted into tables by their 
alignment types.
Depending on the type, the tables can give 
detailed information such as number of sequences 
found and sequences on other ribosome's as well.
For instance the Ribosomal RNA alignment gives the 
alignments at the 5s, 16s, and 23s rRNA’s subunits, 
with its sequence number for each.
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Conclusions:

As more and more motifs are being identified and 
studied, the easier it will become to label new 
patterns and fold on the RNA structure.

The extent of what motifs do are still very much the 
focus of numerous studies.

Most work done already is limited to motifs in RNA 
secondary structures.
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Conclusions contd..

Resources such as The Gutell Lab provides a 
database of sequenced alignments of the RNA 
structure, which can be used for comparative 
analysis. 
With some of the figures and structures in the Gutell 
database,  further studies can be done with the 
sequences and structural information.  These can 
also give the location of the sequence which is key 
in determining motifs and patterns.
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Algorithms and programs shown in these slides are 
a few of many programs developed. These 
algorithms provide the easiest and simplest search 
on a given sequence, which can ultimately help in 
discovering a more accurate pattern of motifs. 
Although there are many other databases or 
programs developed that may be more in-depth 
with motifs, those can also complicate searches with 
extra parameters. However we can always cross 
validate our data with them as well.
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